
Victorian Rose L i n d a  H a r t u n g

Romantic and feminine, this necklace will bring out the Scarlett

O’Hara in you. A delicate vine of six small copper roses and a large

focal copper rose nest on a bed of lacy leaves accented with crys-

tal. An elegant filigree clasp set with sixteen sparkling crystals adds

the finishing touch to the piece.
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pendant
1: Leaves. Cut 36" of green ribbon and twist
each end to form points; trim the ends at an
angle and dab with cement to keep them from
fraying. With the convex side of one connec-
tor faceup, pass the ribbon from back to front
on each side of the top loop and slide the con-
nector to the center (the ribbon will be even
lengths on both sides of the connector). Weave
one end of the ribbon down the side of the
connector, creating three 21⁄2" loops (each will
extend about 11⁄4" from the connector). Repeat
with the other end of the ribbon on the other
side of the connector (Figure 1).

2: Cut 12" of copper ribbon and 12" of bead-
ing wire. Use the needle to thread the wire
through the ribbon; string the bottom ring of
the connector and slide the connector to the
center so that the copper ribbon is on top of
the green ribbon. Turn the work over. Pull the
ribbons apart just below the connector to
create two 3⁄4" wide leaves.

3: Gently pull the slack out of the wire. Work-
ing just below the leaf on one side, add a small
amount of cement to the length of ribbon and
twist the green and copper ribbons together
to create a vine; hold until set. String 1 crimp
tube and slide it up to the base of the leaf
(Figure 2a). Pass the vine tail back through
the crimp tube to create a 3⁄4" loop; flatten the
crimp tube and trim the excess ribbon and
wire (Figure 2b).

Repeat entire step with the other end of the
ribbons, passing the second vine through the
first vine loop before crimping.

4: Use a head pin to string 1 teardrop; form a
simple loop that includes one of the vine loops
just made; repeat for the other vine loop. Use
a head pin to string 1 teardrop, 1 crimp tube,
and 1 rondelle; form a simple loop that
includes both of the vine loops.

5: Apply a liberal amount of epoxy to the back
of the 40mm rose. Turn the rose facedown and
center the concave side of the connector over
the back of the rose; apply gentle pressure (a
little glue will seep through the holes of the
connector); allow to dry. Pull the ribbon loops
apart to create leaves.

necklace
6: Attach the jump ring to the top ring of the
connector. Use the needle to pass 48" of wire
through the remaining 36" of copper ribbon;
use this and the remaining 36" of green ribbon
to pass through the jump ring; slide the jump
ring to the center. String 1 crimp tube on each
end and slide them down to the jump ring;
flatten the crimp tubes.

7: Working on one side of the jump ring, pull
apart the green and copper ribbons to create a
3⁄4" leaf. *Pull the wire to remove slack, cement
and twist the ribbons for 11⁄4", ending with the
green ribbon on top. Pull apart the ribbons to
create a 11⁄4" leaf. Repeat from * twice more.

Materials

9 peridot 1.6–1.7mm Chaton crystal components

7 crystal copper 1.6–1.7mm Chaton crystal components

3 crystal copper 4×6mm crystal rondelles

5 peridot AB 9×6mm crystal teardrops

7 gold 15mm filigree connectors

1 gold 4mm oval jump ring

3 gold 11⁄2" head pins

2 gold 11⁄2" eye pins

9 gold 2×3.5mm twisted crimp tubes

1 gold 20×12mm clasp with holes for crystal inlay

48" of copper 6mm mesh ribbon

72" of grass green 6mm mesh ribbon

6 copper 17mm wire mesh roses

1 copper 40mm wire mesh rose

60" of .010 beading wire

Clear 2-part epoxy

G-S Hypo Cement

Tools

Wire cutters

Round-nose pliers

Flat- or chain-nose pliers

Toothpick

Tweezers

Tapestry needle

FINISHED SIZE 211⁄2" (WITH A 31⁄2 X 2" PENDANT)
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Cement and twist the remaining ribbon and
wires together. String 1 crimp tube and hold
it 3⁄4" from the last leaf. Pass the twisted ribbon
and wire ends back through the tube, forming
a 3⁄4" long loop; dab a small amount of cement
in the crimp tube before flattening; trim the
excess ribbon and wire.
Repeat entire step for the other half of the
necklace.

8: Cut the loops off both ends of the remain-
ing 6 connectors. Apply a thin layer of epoxy
to the concave side of a connector. Making sure
the green ribbon is face up, gently press the leaf
into the connector. Apply a liberal amount of

epoxy to the back of a 17mm rose. Use tweez-
ers to center the rose over the connector on top
of the leaf and hold in place until the epoxy sets.
Repeat entire step for all the leaves and flow-
ers of the necklace.

9: Clasp. Remove the tongue of the clasp. Use
a toothpick to apply a tiny dab of epoxy glue
in the clasp’s crystal cavities. Use tweezers to set
the Chatons in place, mixing colors at random.

10: Use an eye pin to string 1 teardrop,
1 crimp tube, and 1 rondelle; form a simple
loop that attaches to one half of the clasp.
Repeat for the other side of the clasp. Attach

each eye pin to an end loop on the necklace.
Open the jump ring and attach it to the top
loop of the pendant’s connector. �

Linda and Tim Hartung are co-owners and designers of

WireLace, Alacarte Clasps, and Alacarte Jewelry. Linda is

an internationally published designer for Swarovski’s com-

ponents division.

RESOURCES
Check your local bead shop or contact: WireLace

mesh ribbons and flowers, “Starry Night” clasp, Swarovski

crystals, connectors, and kits for this project (with slight

variations) and others: Alacarte Clasps, (707) 877-2825,

linda@alacarteclasps.com, www.alacarteclasps.com.
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